Quiz: What social media cliché are you?

Circle the answer that best fits you, and then read on to see your results!

1. How often are you on social media?
   a) I check in a few times a day
   b) When my selfie turns out cute
   c) When I’ve got something to say
   d) I’m never NOT on social media
   e) Once a week or less

2. What do you like to post about most often?
   a) A photo of me and my buds
   b) A serious social topic
   c) My ridiculous life
   d) How great life is!
   e) Something crazy I found on the Internet
   f) Don’t really post that much

3. You arrive at a new hotspot, do you:
   a) Take a selfie out front
   b) Complain to your social circles about the line to get in
   c) Check in and post your location
   d) “Like” the location’s fan page
   e) Wonder how I got to a “hotspot”

4. I’ve been guilty of the following:
   a) Posting too many pictures of my kid
   b) Clicking “like” or reposting out of habit
   c) Sent a friend request to someone I just met
   d) Used a hashtag on a subject I really don’t care about
   e) Sent a public message I thought was private
   f) I’m not guilty of any of these, I’m fabulous

5. What’s your main reason for visiting social media sites?
   a) To share pictures of my kids’ activities
   b) To spread the word about our messed-up system
   c) Just for grins and giggles
   d) To see what’s trending
   e) To see what my friends and family are up to
   f) Ran out of interesting things to do

6. When I feel sad, I usually:
   a) Feel better after I share something cute my kid did
   b) Post the truth and hope for sympathy
   c) Share something fun to make myself feel better
   d) Look up old friends online
   e) Avoid social media altogether

7. Choose a LOL:
   a) Baby giggling with dog
   b) Goofy selfie
   c) Nothing makes me LOL
   d) Funny cat video
   e) What’s LOL mean?

8. Pick a hashtag for your mood right now:
   a) #winning!
   b) #itsallgood
   c) #troubledworld
   d) #everything
   e) #YOLO
   f) #whatsahashtag
   g) #ninja

9. I’d be most likely to share:
   a) My epic workout routine
   b) A news story about government scandal
   c) My current location
   d) A friend request with a current acquaintance
   e) Um, I don’t know how to share online
10. How many friends or followers do you have?
   a) 50-100
   b) 100-500
   c) 500-1000
   d) Thousands, baby!
   e) Only people I know IRL

11. When a friend posts a personal accomplishment, I:
   a) remind them I did it first
   b) Am the first to click “like”
   c) Wonder why good things don’t happen to me
   d) Share their post with my friends
   e) Don’t do anything

12. I post something new everytime:
   a) I’ve got great news worth sharing
   b) I see, do, or experience ANYTHING
   c) Only when I know people will like it
   d) So rarely, that when I do it surprises people
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   Time for a change!

Want to learn more about being safe online?

Just visit our website to learn more!

microsoft.com/saferonline
Mostly As: Pin Head
I go places. Lots of cool places. And if I like it then I’m going to drop a pin on it.

Socialize Better
Never share others’ locations without their permission.

Play Safer
Consider waiting until after you’ve left a location before posting about your visit. Posting your current location can attract unwanted visitors or let people know that no one is home.

Mostly Bs: Selfie Centered
If anyone knows how to take an awesome photo of me, it’s me!

Socialize Better
There’s a big world out there. Focus your lens on something that represents your hobbies or interests.

Play Safer
Think before you post. Are you ready for this picture of you to be out there—and out of your control—forever?

Mostly Cs: Hashtag Hyper
#Trending! #Savvy! #Winning! #Annoying? #Maybe. #DontCare!

Socialize Better
Try to use no more than two hashtags in a post. Use too many and your followers may think you’re spamming them.

Play Safer
It pays to be cautious when using hashtags because they can give away your location.

Mostly Ds: Team Emo
Life is a downer.

Socialize Better
Reach out to trusted friends for help when you need it. And remember to share the good times, too.

Play Safer
Think before you post your intimate feelings—some scammers prey on those who show vulnerability online.

Mostly Es: Mommarazzi
Everyone thinks their kid is the cutest, but mine actually is!

Socialize Better
Moderation in all things goes for kid pics too. Switch up your subject matter once in a while.

Play Safer
Think before sharing those photos of your kids in the bathtub. They’ll be adults one day, and may not think it’s cute. Check your privacy settings to make sure that only those who you want to see your posts can see them.